
 

     WONDER was screened by LVCA webmaster Ash Berkebile and 

LVCA reviewer Kino Ken recently at an AMC Theater mini in Hempfield 

Township on November 17th. Here’s Kino Ken’s review of that 

genuinely uplifting film. 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                      **** of a possible ***** 

 

Canada / United States   2017   color   113 minutes   live action feature 

dramedy   Lionsgate / Mandeville Films / Participant Media /  

Walden Media   Producers: Jeffrey Harlacker, David Hoberman,  

Bo Shen, and Shixing Zhou 

 

Key: * indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2          Direction: Stephen Chbosky* 

1          Editing: Mark Livolsi 



1          Cinematography: Don Burgess 

             Still Photography: Dale Robinette* and Robert Falconer* 

1           Lighting: John Dekker, Brooke Stanford, Jeff Harvey 

             Special Visual Effects: Dan Bartolucci, John Stewart, 

                                                      Edson Williams, others 

2           Screenplay: Stephen Chbosky* and Steve Conrad* based on  

                                    the young adult novel by R. J. Palacio 

              Script Supervisor: Susan Lambie 

              Music Supervisor: Alesandra Patsavas 

              Supervising Music Editor: Erica Weis 

              Music Recording: Will Melones, Justin Moskevich,  

                                               Gregory Polzak, John Winters 

1           Music: Marcelo Zarvos   Orchestrator: Philip Rothman 

1           Production Designer: Kalina Ivanov 

             Art Directors: Kendell Elliott, Brad Gross 

             Graphic Designers: Loree Cameron, Shannon Courte, and 

                                                 Melina Neufeld 

             Set Designers: Angela O’Sullivan, James Steuart 

             Set Decorators: Shannon Gottlieb, Amanda Christmas 

             Set Dressers: Kelly McLeod, Rachel Terry 

             Props: Patrick Head, Dean Eilertson 

             Costume Designer: Monique Prudhomme 

             Makeup: Naomi Bakstad (head)*, J. D. Bowers,  

                               Megan Harkness (key)*, Bree-Anna Lehto,  

                               Michael Nikiforek, Yoichi Art Sakamoto*,  

                               Russell Don Sing*, Bill Sturgeon*, 

                               Arjen Tuiten* (Augie’s makeup), Darah Wyant, 

                               Gary Yee 



2           Supervising Sound Editors: Perry Robertson, Scott Sanders 

             Sound Effects: Mark Allen, John Guentner, Arno Stephanian 

             Sound Mixer: Kelly Zombor 

             Casting: Deborah Aquila, Kara Eide, Tricia Wood, Kris Woz,  

                             Andrea Brown (extras) 

2           Acting 

2           Creativity 

15 total points 

 

Cast: Jacob Tremblay (j)* (Auggie Pullman), Owen Wilson*  

(Auggie’s dad Nate), Julia Roberts* (Auggie’s mom Isabel), 

Izabela Vidovic (j)* (Via, Auggie’s sister), Mark Dozlaw 

(Teenage doctor in fantasy sequence), Rukiya Bernard (Nurse), 

Jennifer March (Neonatologist), Mandy Patinkin*  

(Mr. Lawrence Tushman,headmaster), Noah Jupe (j)* (Jack Will, 

Auggie’s science project partner), Elle McKinnon (j)* (Charlotte Cody, 

talkative classmate), Bryce Gheisar (j)* (Julian Albans, verbal bully), 

Daveed Diggs (Mr. Tom Browne, Auggie’s homeroom teacher), 

Ty Consiglio (j)* (Amos, Julian’s bullying sidekick), Kyle Breitkopf (j) 

(Miles), James Hughes (j) (Henry), Danielle Rose Russell (j)* 

(Miranda, Via’s best friend), Douglas Stewart (Darth Sidious), 

Millie Davis (j)* (Summer Dawson), Ali Liebert (Ms. Petosa,  

science teacher), Joseph Gordon (Dodgeball Player), 

Erika McKitrick (Ella, Via’s friend from younger days), Nadji Jeter 

(Justin, Via’s boyfriend), Ben Ratner (Mr. Davenport), Jason McKinnon 

(School photographer), Izzy Lieberman (Reid), Hannah Hoberman 

(Rebecca), Alan Healy (Chewbacca), Sonia Braga (Mrs. Russo, Via’s 

grandmother and Isabel’s mother), Nicole Oliver (Jack Will’s mom), 



Emily Delahuntly (j) (Ximena Chin), Lucia Thain (j) (Savanna), 

Sasha Neuhaus (j) (Maya Markwet), Emma Tremblay (j) (Michelle), 

Lidya Jewett (j) (Lina Annan), Jason Tremblay (Camp counselor), 

Armen Bagdasarov (j) (Danny), Victoria Cruz (Science fair judge), 

Steve Bacic (Julian’s dad, Mr. Albans), Crystal Lowe* (Julian’s mom), 

Rachel Hayward (Miranda’s mom), Maccie Margaret Chbosky (j) 

(Via at age 4), William Dickinson (j) (Eddie), Kaelyn Breitkopf (j) 

(Angela) 

 

     Here’s something different, a current motion picture release that  

explores why people act the way they do, rather than merely how.  

     WONDER focusses on how the actions and – even more 

significantly – the words of a person impact on others, much as a 

water droplet falling into a larger body of fluid creates a splash 

seemingly out of proportion to its size, then ripples outwards. In this 

story, a single thoughtless attempt at jesting temporarily destroys a 

friendship when its subject happens to eavesdrop. Resulting 

alienation effectively isolates the dispirited incidental hearer just as 

successfully as peer pressure instigated by a snobbish classmate who 

can’t tolerate anyone significantly different invading his academic and 

social environment.  

     Arrival of August Pullman, scarred by disfiguring genes and twenty-

seven skin operations, immediately shifts attention of students and 

faculty at Beecher Prep Middle School in New York City away from 

apple polisher Julian Albans and prima donna Charlotte Cody, 

respective leaders of gender coteries in fifth grade there.  



     Remember that awful year when boys segregate into groups 

determined by athletic prowess and girls become expert gossips 

judging each other solely by fashion trendiness and family reputation?  

     August has been homeschooled to this point. He’s ill-prepared for 

cattiness awaiting him from girls afraid to befriend someone so 

obviously not cool-looking and from boys primed to respect 

toughness more than brains or empathy.  

     Fortunately, he has highly supportive parents and teachers. 

Unfortunately, acquisition of a dubious friend coerced into showing 

kindly interest by a well-intentioned mother and further bribed by an 

invitation to copy answers on a science test ultimately does young 

Pullman no favors. He does not yet realize friends are not to be 

bought and sold. Nor does cheating Jack Will, who eventually finds 

himself in the same position of being outside looking in when 

conformists circle wagons to insure defense of the status quo.  

     Junior hardcore traditionalists abound in tween social rings. 

WONDER quietly succeeds in delineating the fragile sense of 

clannishness which tentatively unites veterans to the exclusion of 

potential inductees. How extremely difficult it is for Charlotte Cody 

and Jack Will to surrender insider status in order to reach out to 

August. This is poignantly depicted, especially in parallel scenes where 

Charlotte scolds companions for discourtesy shown their disfigured 

classmate while nonetheless refusing to walk over to his table herself. 

At the same time, Jack sits by silently as Julian taunts this same 

unresponsive science whiz. Even though Auggie treats the scholarship 

boy far better than the persecutor whose table Jack persists in 

gracing.        



     Later, that interior cravenness resurfaces as Jack declares to a 

cluster of boys he would kill himself if he looked like the kid sitting 

next to him in class. This is probably something the smaller boy has 

previously considered, an old wound reopening at a particularly 

infelicitous moment.  

     For it’s Halloween, normally A. Pullman’s high point of the year and 

most eagerly anticipated holiday. A benchmark now inalterably 

ruined, despite older sister Via’s pledge to pass along to him all candy 

received during a nighttime round of house calls. 

     Jack, like J. D. Salinger’s Holden Caulfield, is adept at spotting 

shortcomings of everyone else. He’s in no hurry to rectify his own. It 

takes him seeming months, being rather dense with regard to 

nuances of relationships, to discover his faux pas and attempt 

reconciliation. 

     Meanwhile, treat-sharer Via Pullman at first glance appears a 

loving, kindly sibling, resigned to perpetual self-sacrifice. But years of 

playing solid support to her brother’s lead has generated internal 

resentment which is cloaked, yet oppressively present. So much so 

that when an opportunity presents itself to verbally erase the 

August’s existence, she seizes upon it, informing a potential boyfriend 

she, too, is an only child. This wish-fulfillment exercise backfires when 

she has to yield to Justin’s proddings and bring him home to meet her 

family face-to-face. Something she dreads. And only partly because of 

her brother’s physiognomy.  

     Similarly, her best friend Miranda digs herself a ditch into which 

she’s bound to fall, imaginatively expropriating August as her own kid 

brother to compensate for parents ripping apart and leaving her 

emotionally neglected. This illusion is highly successful in acquiring  



new friends at summer camp. It cannot, however, be maintained in 

situations arising back at school when Via is also present. The rift 

between them, of her own manufacture, threatens to detach the 

deceiver permanently from both chum and adored pet. Telephoning 

the latter, rather than seeking pardon directly, only plants a suspicion 

in her listener’s mind he is being used solely as a tool for opening 

communication with someone of far greater interest.  

     Thus another blow to Auggie’s self-esteem is delivered by a former 

source of encouragement. 

     Summer Dawson, a notably intelligent introvert, is the only child 

able to bridge the gap between bully target and the rest of their class. 

For some obscure reason, she wasn’t chosen as one of August’s 

welcoming committee tour guides, being overlooked in favor of two 

self-centered Caucasian child model types and a third youngster  

insecure about his own acceptance at an institution devoted primarily 

to educating pampered offspring from wealthy families. An attentive 

listener possessing considerably more courage than any of Mr. 

Tushman’s hand-picked welcomers, she’s the first juvenile in her 

scholarly establishment to follow up words with actions. Something 

she continues to do in total disregard for opinions of former 

tablemates and male counterparts frozen thanks to Julian into old 

customs by fear of contracting a “plague.”  

     That disease diagnosis is invented to keep other students from 

interfering with the sneerer’s campaign to ostracize a blatantly 

different stranger, tolerance and amiable curiosity not being  

foremost attributes of his. What impels Julian is pressure from a 

mother who’s totally defined by how outsiders perceive her. She is 

not merely conservative. Mrs. Albans, easily the most dominant 



personality in her family as witnessed by a due administration of 

justice scene in the principal’s office, is also not above photoshopping 

out of a class picture an image of somebody who doesn’t conform to 

her concept of normality, one she’s sure school alumni and funders 

share. Like her son, the woman is aggressively denigrating of others. 

Nor is she above resorting to threats of defunding Beecher Prep and 

withdrawing students, certain that like-minded adults will follow suit. 

     Since this is an upbeat family film, they don’t.  

     Director and screenwriter push deeper into motivations of the 

Pullman parents as well, showing how their affection for each other 

doesn’t cancel individual efforts to elicit opposing responses to 

tauntings of their son. Dad believes Auggie should stand his ground, 

fire back ripostes at every opportunity, remove a camouflaging space 

helmet originally intended for physical protection. He correctly 

concludes it’s developed into a shield to keep others at a safe 

distance, discouraging overtures of people trying to be affable. Papa’s 

Solution: make the confounded obstacle disappear. Which he does, 

surreptitiously. Mr. Pullman’s private advice to his younger child: 

Don’t be a chump.  Mom, extremely protective of her more 

vulnerable child, finds his headgear charmingly funny and helpful as  

hiding place for hurt feelings. She fails to observe additional utility as 

lonely fortress, a haven that doubles as trap. Withdrawing inside it 

restricts or abolishes efforts at conversation. Her counsel for Aggie: 

Don’t make waves.  

     Already singular due to physical deformity beyond his control, 

Auggie wittingly reinforces his uniqueness by adopting a fashion style 

no one else is likely to emulate. Doing so makes him look even 

weirder, not aiding assimilation at Beecher one iota. 



     Can Summer and a belatedly remorseful Jack break through his 

imposed aloneness before their school year ends? Will chief 

tormentors, Julian and Amos, ever relent? Does Auggie earn 

acceptance and a spot at more populated dining tables?  

     This being a family film, the answers are no mystery.  

     Until the post-climactic final fifteen minutes or so of runtime, 

WONDER is an attractively moving depiction of the kinds of trials 

minors undergo in a world prizing standardization over individuality. 

Dramatic moments are edited astutely, neither being unduly 

protracted nor revoltingly rushed. Interwoven with comic asides, sage 

proverbs, and telling silences, the narrative proceeds to examine back 

stories of four key figures, ever increasing audience awareness of 

causes and effects in conduct and attitudes. Less adroit at masking 

impulses and feelings than adults, childish antagonists transparently 

disclose damages incurred by heedless, incautious remarks and 

calculated shunnings. When Auggie gives Jack a taste of the same 

medicine Julian has been applying to him, the turnaround is delightful 

to observe even if substantially less effective. A script not averse to 

incorporating prayer and maxim is another salutary feature. 

     Buttressed by numerous showcase acting performances, 

particularly those of Owen Wilson and Julia Roberts as August’s 

sensitive, cheerleading parents, WONDER is immensely rewarding to 

watch. Even more for the amazing achievements of junior cast 

members.  

     Izabela Vidovic’s Via awes with maturely passionate delivery and  

evocative shifts of hand, face, and posture as she imparts to Thornton 

Wilder’s commonplace trivialities from the final act of Our Town an 

intensity overpowering their superficiality.  



     Jacob Tremblay proves his magnificent embodiment of Jack in 

ROOM was no fluke. There, he showed how meaningfully suggestive 

he could be even wrapped into invisibility within rolls of a rug. Here, 

obscured by impeding prosthetics that enforced a sagging mouth and 

highlighted one side of his face disproportionately to the other, Jacob 

still contrives to display a lively interior personality, making splendid 

use of silences and tonal shadings to compensate for limitations on 

mobility and distinct speech.  

     British native Noah Jupe overcomes transatlantic differences in 

wordings and accents with facility, revealing the greater intelligence 

of performer over screen persona by injecting self-mockery into  

smiles and pouts, bringing out a strong sense of the hidden actor 

which Jack Will assuredly is, his two-facedness bared to view not 

merely for Auggie’s benefit.  

     Millie Davis’s Summer is necessarily more straightforward. Yet she, 

too, exposes an ulterior layer of motivation, bonding with the 

Pullman outcast not only because it is the proper thing to do 

according to Mr. Browne’s teaching. She also knows painfully from 

experience the mental agony being inflicted upon her classmate.        

     Bryce Gheisar, unreservedly stinging for much of the drama, almost 

magically produces a credible repentance in his final scene where he’s 

as much ashamed of screen mom’s snobbery as of beastly behavior 

towards Auggie.  

     Danielle Rose Russell fashions a richly layered characterization for 

mentally anguished Miranda, who is apparently confused about what 

she hopes to obtain from interactions with Pullmans. An alternative, 

happier family? More attention? That ambiguity augments sufferings 

due to maternal indifference, paternal abandonment, and enforced 



playing of contending roles. She has to enact simultaneously a cool 

teen and self-accusing traitor to her most faithful friend, a wrenching 

impossibility. 

     These intricacies of impulses are made available to the cast by a 

screenplay preserving fidelity to student slang and pastimes while at 

the same time shedding light on their complicated inner lives, 

incorporating flashbacks at appropriate junctures to disclose original 

motivators later masked by social proprieties.  

     Not all aspects of the film are thoroughly successful. A mostly 

appropriate underlying music score lapses finally into an outburst of 

blandly forgettable pop. Astute editing in the first two acts yields to 

ill-fitting replacement by rushed action scenes and obligatory 

encomiums in the final moments of film where change-of-pace 

kineticism and summarizing sermons are unnecessary and 

disappointingly conventional. Lighting and cinematography are simply 

adequate, while satisfying production design discloses the clutter and 

cheery brightness associated with a messy, typically optimistic world 

of childhood.  

     Too much attention is devoted to toilet humor and physical fights, 

neither being illuminating or entertaining to observe.  

     The makeup department, especially Arjen Tuiten’s work on Jacob 

Tremblay’s face, deserves singular citation for spectacular 

achievement.      

     An incisive, heartening story reminds viewers of the glorious 

intricacy of human society and inestimable superiority of respect for 

singularity over obtuse clinging to the familiar. WONDER is a valuable, 

fad-sidestepping addition to American cinematic drama in an era 

when productions all too rarely risk elevating everyday complications 



of life above fantasies that feed the eyes but leave brain and spirit 

untouched. It capably rouses both. No small attainment.   

       Because of a faceoff incident escalating with astonishing rapidity 

into violence and two lengthy expendable episodes – one devoted to 

impolite discussion of a certain dorsal part of the body, the second 

involving a pit stop in woods – WONDER is recommended solely for 

viewing audiences ages nine and up. It’s an impressive, engaging film 

experience for adults and adolescents. Tweens are apt to find the 

story just as accurate and magnetic as the bestselling novel on which 

it is based.   


